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Welcome to ATTACK! a two-page occasional publication. Most of ATTACK! will be concerned with the holistic curriculum
which, if acted on, is a fundamental way to undermine the present undemocratic education system. Don’t be discouraged
if opportunities to teach holistically are limited, do your best, be a guardian, and act as a witness to this culturally
significant and inspiring way of teaching and learning. ATTACK! is a partner to
https://networkonnet.wordpress.com

Hattie and feedback - how his appropriation is harming children’s learning
Everything about John Hattie’s research is false except for some
opinions which, while true, are also false, because he claims them
to be evidence-based. Hattie took his idea for meta-analysis from
the medical research world and applied it to the value-laden
education one in gigantic style. His research was based on over
50,000 studies and the estimated number of 236 million students
across many countries, years, ethnicities, schooling systems,
learning contexts (classroom or clinical), student characteristics
(including age, of course), teaching styles, and parts of the
curriculum. Those are the more evident variables to understand and
control (which he cataclysmically fails to do) but there are also a host of finer variables he had to contend
with (in which he also cataclysmically fails) – there’s the basic vocabulary to begin with, for instance,
learning (is it learning if it is straightforward in nature and taught and tested in close time proximity?
amongst many other learning questions); inquiry learning (a classroom practice that encompasses the
cognitive reasonably comfortably, but is awkward with the affective); whole language (a concept that means
something very different in New Zealand compared with the USA where much of Hattie’s research derives
from); teaching strategies (but of what sort, for whom, and in what context?); co-operative and
individualistic learning (how are these very tricky words defined for research purposes and how applied?);
feedback (a formal, USA, and quantitative-biased word that is appropriating, diminishing, and obstructive in
broader education contexts). This is all so fantastically shonky.
Hattie wrestled to try to combine the data, and he did, but never validly, for the simple reason it can’t be
done. In campaign-style, though, he still proceeded to deliver his invalid research ideas to surface-skating
media, to politicians wanting simplistic ideas for control purposes, to multi-national education corporations
wanting an easily divisible product to sell, and to those in schools beguiled by an academic who seemed to
be speaking to their interests.
For symbolic purposes, I am concentrating on one concept from Hattie’s’ research. That concept is one he
ranks very highly as a teaching influence and which regularly features as a concept of choice by teachers in
professional development. It is a concept that seems straightforward, practical, unproblematic, and with a
good-to-go feel to it. That idea is feedback.
Given the no-shadow-of-doubt way Hattie sells his concept of feedback (as he does all his research
concepts) it would be reasonable to expect that in his research, the type of learning the students had
undertaken, the characteristics of those students, and the context for learning, bore some resemblance to
the classroom situations it might be applied to. But in Hattie’s feedback research that reasonable
expectation is considerably unmet. Hattie’s feedback concept gains a significant part of its high ranking
(0.73 and rank 10) from a large contribution using music as an education reinforcement; also a high
proportion of participants (including adults and children) having severe learning and developmental delays.
As well, nearly all studies were undertaken in a clinical context. In other words, there is minimal Hattie
research evidence about the learning influence of feedback in normal school classrooms. (These research
characteristics, it should be noted, had to be dug out.)

Hattie’s research on feedback is a perfect example of the chronic faultiness of his research as a whole.
There is largely absent information on what the feedback means in a range of learning contexts (though the
connotations are decidedly formal); on the institutional level involved (pre-school to university); on whether
the groups of students were in a clinical or classroom context; on the curriculum areas involved (there is
the suspicion in his wider research, though, that it is often mathematics, which suits the step-by-step
formalism of quantitative research); on whether the thinking required was straightforward or complex, skillbased or cognitive; on how it was taught, closed or open-ended; on the ethnicity, socio-economic status, or
gender balance; and this is very important, on the age of the children (very important because young
children are capable of much more rapid improvement in learning); on how long after the teaching the
testing was done (the importance of this is obvious – had children learnt or just remembered?); on whether
the children were performing in comparison with where they were at the beginning or with a control group.
There is far more that could be said, particularly the implications of presenting each influence as having an
independent effect entirely separate from context. Oh come on!
When challenged, Hattie wrote: ‘No worry, it all balances itself out’. Contemporary quantitative research at
its finest!
Hattie’s ranking quality of teaching, which he ranked 56 out of 138 in his league table, came solely from
student ratings by college and university students (as a research proportion, very few of his meta-analyses
come from school children in normal classrooms); the micro-teaching influence was ranked 4 but only came
from research on pre-service teachers; professional development was ranked 19 but drops to 48 when only
schools research is included; formative evaluation was ranked 3 but there were only two sets of results and
both were to do with special education children; and comprehensive interventions were ranked 7 but they
only concerned learning disabled children. Enough, enough!
Well, you might say, that doesn’t mean that the idea of feedback is discredited. And I quite agree – but
Hattie’s certainties are now opinion not evidenced-based. First, though, Hattie’s deception has to be
recognised as such because his sleight-of-hand is to use his so-called research to trump teacher opinion,
which he dismisses as myth. But further, in trumping teacher opinion and dismissing that as myth, he
proceeds to appropriate the concept, to formalise, narrow, and distort it. The expression feedback is a
limiting word, laden with rigid connotations of formal teaching and immediate teacher-student back-andforth interaction. It is a word carefully chosen by Hattie to be superimposed on classrooms to his ideological
advantage and against teachers’. Feedback is not feedback, to call it that is to call our galaxy the universe;
feedback is a word that greatly reduces what it is, to make it fit with the desiccated and diminished world
that is Hattie’s education world – feedback is really teaching and learning, the whole of teaching and
learning, the whole purpose of schools and the education system, the whole caboodle – to do justice to
feedback it has to be greatly expanded in the sense of going into the various worlds of teaching and
learning, that is the worlds of art, music, science, social studies, mathematics, not have cold formulae
applied from the outside.
A small example from Attack! 9 Teacher Diary 1 (see link below) of teaching and learning in action:
When they began lino cutting a few weeks ago, as was my practice in art, I didn’t suggest a topic for them.
I was, however, taken aback by the clichéd outcomes: yachts, aeroplanes, and stick figures. As well, large
areas were unfilled, and there was a lack of balance. After a number of attempts, however, the children
slowly tired of working at the clichéd level, and began to take more interest in filling in the blocks. This
allowed me to begin praising the good things that appeared. Soon I found that the children were noticing
good things, too, and were pointing them out. I was relieved to see some of them using topics from the
environment, for instance, trees, houses, and flowers.
A teacher sets up art work in a non-directive way, and then observes what the children are doing, giving
careful thought to how children can push on. He decides to give the children time to make discoveries for
and amongst themselves. When indications of progress occur, the teacher quietly praises some of those
indications, perhaps commenting on originality, expansiveness, and balance, providing a model for the
children’s interaction amongst themselves. This is teaching and learning at its most inspiring not Hattie’s
shrivelled idea of a feedback process propped up by fault-strewn research and disfiguring appropriation.
To see Hattie’s idea of feedback transformed into something rich, powerful, subtle, and inspiring click this
link: https://networkonnet.wordpress.com/2015/12/01/attack-9-teacher-diary-1/

